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ABSTRACT: The hydrate/methane gas interface is studied by molecular
dynamics simulations. Below the hydrate melting temperature a thin liquid
film forms with an associated surface charge density and electrostatic
potential. The thickness of the thin liquid film, the charge density, and
electrostatic potential at the hydrate/gas interface are established at different
subcooling temperatures for the first time. The hydrate interface has mixed
polarity, being predominantly positive. A comparison is made with the ice/
methane interface, which reveals similarities and differences in the induced
charge density. The thin liquid film and the induced charge density have
important implications for the interfacial properties of methane hydrates.

■ INTRODUCTION

Clathrate hydrates are icelike crystalline structures in which
small molecules are encaged by hydrogen-bonded water.1,2

Small hydrocarbon molecules, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and
hydrogen sulfide are some of the molecules that form hydrates.
Structure I (sI) and structure II (sII) are the most common
structures of clathrate hydrates. The structure and formation
conditions (P, T) of clathrate hydrates are determined by the
guest molecule.3,4 The unit cell of sI is made up of 46 water
molecules forming two dodecahedral cages (made of 20 water
molecules located at 20 vertexes) and six tetradecahedral cages
(24 water molecules); sI encages small gas molecules like
methane and naturally occurs in deep oceans. The unit cell of
sII consists of 136 water molecules forming 16 dodecahedral
cages and eight hexadecahedral cages. Structure II is composed
of molecules larger than ethane but smaller than pentane and
forms frequently during hydrocarbon production and process-
ing.5

During hydrocarbon production and transportation, for-
mation of clathrate hydrates is a serious concern. Hydrates may
obstruct pipelines and cause serious safety and environmental
problems as well as economic losses.3,6 Hydrates were formed
in the 2010 oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico and caused failure of
oil capture attempts.7 Three-phase systems of oil, water, and gas
are often encountered in hydrocarbon production. Small
hydrate particles may form within water droplets in the oil
phase and/or within the gas bubbles in the aqueous phase. The
small hydrate particles can quickly agglomerate into larger
hydrate solids.
There is vast interest in hydrates in the fields of energy,

geology, planetary, and marine sciences; separation and
sequestration processes; fuel transportation; climate change;

and hydrogen storage.8−14 Large reserves of methane hydrate
exist under the sediments of the ocean floor and may become
an important source of hydrocarbon energy.15−17

Similar to ice and other solids,18−22 a thin liquid film on the
surface of hydrates below their melting temperature may exist
over a wide range of conditions (P, T) and interfaces, namely,
hydrate/gas, hydrate/liquid-hydrocarbon, and hydrate/hydrate.
Adhesion forces between hydrate surfaces, adsorption of
different molecules on the hydrate surface (ions, oil
components, surfactant molecules, polymers, etc.), viscosity of
hydrate suspension, and interfacial tension, among other
properties, are related to the interfacial behavior of
hydrates.23−33 The affinity of clathrate hydrates for ionic
species34,35 has been reported recently. In ice, large surface
electrostatic potentials are well-established,36 and it is known
that ions can be adsorbed on the crystal surface conferring an
effective charge.37 The ice/water interface has been studied by
molecular simulations.38−40 To the best of our knowledge, a
thin liquid film of clathrate hydrates has not been measured.
Molecular modeling of clathrate hydrate surfaces has focused

mainly on describing heterogeneous hydrate nucleation and
growth;41−46 the modeling of the interfaces has been rarely
investigated. Rodger et al. have observed the formation of a
stable liquid film at the methane-hydrate/methane-gas inter-
face.47 In a similar study, Ding et al. have investigated the liquid
layer formed during the melting of the hydrate crystal.48 For
ice, the thickness of the thin liquid layer has been studied by
means of molecular dynamics simulations.49,50
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In this work, we examine the methane-hydrate/methane-gas
interface by molecular dynamics simulations at temperatures
below the melting point at a pressure of 100 bar. The number
density, charge, and electrostatic potential profiles are studied
as a function of subcooling for the first time.

■ MODELS AND SIMULATION METHOD
A two-phase system made of methane hydrates surrounded by
methane gas phase is investigated. The setup is constructed as
follows: A crystalline methane hydrate crystal made of 3 × 3 ×
5 unit cells is created using the experimental parameters of sI.51

The positions of hydrogen atoms are assigned based on the
Bernal−Fowler rules.52 The crystal consists of 2070 water
molecules and 360 methane molecules placed in a box of
dimensions lx ≈ 3.5 nm, ly ≈ 3.5 nm, and lz ≈ 6 nm in the x, y,
and z directions, respectively. The structure is equilibrated
during 0.5 ns by means of molecular dynamics simulations at T
= 200 K and P = 100 bar under fully periodic boundary
conditions. The crystal is then centered within a prismatic box
of dimensions lx ≈ 3.5 nm, ly ≈ 3.5 nm, and lz ≈ 14 nm. 300
methane molecules are added at the empty spaces in the two
sides of the slab. A first NVT molecular dynamics (MD)
simulation is carried out at 200 K for 0.5 ps. The system is then
pressurized to P = 100 bar and warmed for 3 ns at the following
temperatures: 270, 280, 283, 285, 286, and 288 K. The resulting
densities of methane in the gas phase range from 0.09 g/cm3 at
T = 270 K to 0.08 g/cm3 at T = 288 K, which are consistent
with a methane gas phase in bulk at the respective
temperatures. The configurations are subjected to NPT
simulations until the potential energy of the systems reaches
a stationary state, which is defined as variations of less than 0.1
kJ/mol of the average potential energy for more than 10 ns.
The melting temperature Tm is established at 287 ± 1 K as we
will discuss below (the experimental melting temperature at
100 bar is 285.98 K53). Typical time to reach equilibration is
more than 100 ns and can be up to 200 ns in some cases. For
the melting temperature run, the simulation time is more than
400 ns. A subsequent NVT MD simulation is performed after
equilibration for 30 ns to compute the number and charge
densities and mean electrostatic potential profiles.
For comparison, we simulate the ice/methane interface

consisting of an ice crystal of structure Ih next to a methane gas
phase. The ice crystal is created using the experimental
parameters of ice Ih,54 and the hydrogen positions are assigned
by means of the Bernal−Fowler rules.52 The basal plane of ice
is in contact with methane gas. The crystal slab has 2048 water
molecules, and the gas phase is made of 512 methane molecules
(half on each side). Initially, the dimensions of the crystal slab
are lx ≈ 3.6 nm, ly ≈ 2.7 nm, and lz ≈ 6.73 nm in the x, y, and z
directions, respectively. The crystal is equilibrated, centered in a
prismatic box, and brought into contact with methane gas in a
way similar to that used for the hydrate crystal. The box
dimensions of the ice slab in equilibrium with methane are lx ≈
3.65 nm, ly ≈ 2.9 nm, and lz ≈ 20 nm. At P = 100 bar, the
melting temperature is established to be T = 270 K. The system
is simulated at T = 269 K and P = 100 bar until the equilibrium
is reached.
Water molecules are modeled by the TIP4P-ice55 model

while methane molecules are described as spherical particles.
The methane molecule is modeled as a single particle which
interacts with other particles thorough the Lennard-Jones
potential. This model neglects electrostatic interactions and is
computationally less expensive than the full atomistic models.42

The parameters for methane are σ = 3.73 Å and ϵ = 1.23 kJ/
mol. These values are obtained by fitting the pressure predicted
by perturbation theory to the experimental values in the
liquid−vapor coexistence region of methane.56,57 The Lorentz−
Berthelot combining rules are used for water−methane
interactions. The simulations are performed using the open
source code Gromacs.58−60 Full periodic boundary conditions
are applied in all directions. A time-step of 2 fs is used, which
has been shown to be a reasonable choice in MD simulations of
ice.61 Short-range interactions are truncated at 1.2 nm, and
long-range electrostatic interactions are computed using the
smooth particle mesh Ewald summation of order 4 with a
Fourier grid spacing of 0.16 nm and a tolerance of 10−5.
Berendsen thermostat and barostat smoothly drive the system
toward a stabilized state even if the initial state is far from
equilibrium. The Berendsen thermostat, however, does not
produce velocity distribution consistent with the Boltzmann
distribution. The Nose−́Hoover thermostat and Parrinello−
Rahman barostat are less reliable toward equilibrium but are
more suitable once the system is stabilized.62 We use the
Berendsen63 thermostat and barostat to stabilize pressure and
temperature during the 3 ns MD simulations with the
parameters τT = 0.2 ps and τP = 0.5 ps. For the long simulation
we use the Nose−́Hoover thermostat64,65 with a relaxation time
of τT = 2 ps and the Parrinello−Rahman66 barostat with a
relaxation time of τP = 10 ps. In independent simulations we
used τP = 5 and 20 ps, and the results are similar to those for τp
= 10 ps. The leapfrog algorithm is used for integrating
Newton’s equation of motion, and rigid water molecule
constraints are implemented with the SHAKE algorithm.
The number density profiles are obtained from ρi(z) =

Ni(z)/(lxlyΔhz), where Ni(z) is the number of particles (i = O,
H, and C for oxygen and hydrogen atoms and methane
molecules, respectively) within a slice of thickness Δhz = 0.2 Å
along the z-direction. The charge density is given by ρel(z) =
qOρO(z) + qHρH(z), where qO = −1.1794e and qH = 0.5897e
are, respectively, the charge of oxygen and hydrogen atoms of
water molecule in the TIP4P-ice model. The charge of an
oxygen atom is shifted from its center by δO = 0.1577 Å on the
bisector of the angle formed by the two O−H bonds. The
electric field along the z-direction,

ψ= −E z
z

z
( )

d ( )
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and the mean electrostatic potential profile, ψ(z), are obtained
by integrating Poisson’s equation
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The electric field along z is computed by
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and the mean electrostatic potential is obtained from

∫ψ = −
∞

z E z z( ) ( ) d
z

z (4)

with the boundary conditions

ψ → ∞ = → ∞ =z E z( ) 0 and ( ) 0 (5)

where z → ∞ is set at the box boundary in the z-direction.
Alternatively, Ez(z) can be computed by
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where qi is the point charge located at ri and nL is a translation
vector to take into account the periodic images of the
simulation box. z, zi, and nzlz are the z-components of vectors
r, ri, and nL, respectively. The inner summation runs over the
3Nw point charges of water molecules while the outer one runs
over the images of the box. Similarly, the mean electrostatic
potential is given by
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The electric field and potential at z are computed on a grid of
ng = 8 × 8 nodes with equidistant separation of Δhx ≈ Δhy ≈
0.45 nm in the x and y directions. The electrostatic potential is
computed with respect to the box boundary in the z-direction,
whereas for the electric field in eq 6 there is no need to impose
a boundary condition. The averages are computed from Nc =
104 independent configurations.
We define the local charge density per unit area as

ρΣ = Δz z h( ) ( ) zel el (8)

and the cumulative charge per unit area as

∫σ ρ= = ϵ
∞

z z z E z( ) ( ) d ( )
z

zel el 0 (9)

The local charge density Σel(z) quantifies the charge average
provided by the hydrogen and oxygen atoms within a slice
between z and z + Δhz. The cumulative charge density σel(z)
comprehends the charge from the box boundary to z; it is
proportional to the electric field at z.

■ RESULTS
Figure 1 portrays the potential energy versus simulation time of
the hydrate/methane gas setup at three different temperatures.

The profiles for the T = 285 and 286 K show an increasing
trend and at some time reach a plateau; the average potential
energies do not have variations of more than 0.1 kJ/mol. For T
= 285 K, the plateau starts at around t = 50 ns and it is followed
for more than 50 ns. For T = 286 K, the plateau starts from t =
140 ns and it is followed for more than 100 ns. The potential

energy for T = 288 K increases for more than 360 ns and
remains stationary for about 40 ns; then, the crystal becomes
unstable and melts. The melting is signaled by a sudden
increase of the potential energy. On the basis of these results
we estimate the melting temperature at 287 ± 1 K. At the lower
temperatures, the system reaches the plateau faster.
Snapshots of the configurations at the end of the long

simulation run for subcoolings of Tm − T = 17, 7, and 1 K are
shown in panels a, b, and c of Figure 2, respectively. As

mentioned above, at P = 100 bar, the melting temperature is Tm
= 287 ± 1 K. In the course of simulations the crystals dissociate
at the interface and form a thin liquid layer. Nearly all the
methane molecules from the melted cavities go toward the
methane phase. Only one or two methane molecules remain in
the liquid layer. The thickness of the liquid layer increases with
increasing temperature (decreasing subcooling). For Tm − T =
17 K, a few water molecules separate from the outermost layer
of the crystal and produce a low-density disordered layer of
about one water molecule thickness. At Tm − T = 7 K, the
water molecules of the two outermost crystal layers form a
wider disordered region. For Tm − T = 1 K, the thickness of the
disordered region is around 1.4 nm. Figure 2d is a snapshot of
the ice/methane interface at Tm − T = 1 K. Similar to hydrates,
a couple of molecules are dissolved in the liquid layer of ice.
The thickness of the liquid layer is around 1 nm, which is close
to the experimental value18 and in agreement with some recent
computer simulations.49

The density profiles of oxygen, hydrogen, and methane
molecules along the z-direction of the hydrate/methane gas
setup are shown in Figure 3a for Tm − T = 1 K. Periodic sharp
peaks in the hydrate region are observed. The methane density
profile has two repeating peaks, one higher than the other,
whereas oxygen profiles exhibit a twin peak separated from the
third. The hydrogen profile has a high peak with two shoulders
separated from a single peak. The periodicity is about 6 Å and is

Figure 1. Potential energy as a function of time of the methane
hydrate/methane gas setup at T = 285 K (black line), 286 K (red line),
and 288 K (blue line); P = 100 bar in all cases. Light blue, yellow, and
light green lines are averages calculated at intervals of 2 ns of the
potential energy at T = 285, 286, and 288 K, respectively.

Figure 2. Snapshots of the hydrate/methane gas setups at (a) Tm − T
= 17 K, (b) Tm − T = 7 K, and (c) Tm − T = 1 K and (d) ice/methane
interface at Tm − T = 1 K. The pressure is P = 100 bar. At this pressure
the computed melting temperatures are Tm = 287 K for the methane
hydrate and Tm = 270 K for ice. Oxygen and hydrogen atoms of water
are in red and white, respectively, and methane molecules are shown in
green.
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related to methane hydrate structure and orientation. Next to
the crystal, the periodicity breaks and the density profiles have
an interval with no well-defined peaks. The density profile of
oxygen fluctuates around 55 mol/L from z ≈ 2−2.6 nm and
goes to zero at z ≈ 3.1 nm. The disordered region is the thin
liquid layer. The hydrate-liquid layer boundary can be defined
at the minimum of the oxygen density profile where the
disordered phase starts (see Figure 3).
The last methane peak is at z ≈ 1.8 nm. Beyond this peaks

there is a region depleted from methane for approximately 8 Å.
The methane density increases in the interval where the oxygen

profile decreases. In this interval water and methane are mixed.
The methane density profile reaches a maximum close to the
point where the profiles of oxygen and hydrogen go to zero and
becomes constant in the methane gas phase. A similar
enhancement of methane local density near the liquid layer
has been observed in water/methane interfaces.67 The structure
of the disordered layer exhibits similarities to the hydrate
structure as subcooling increases (see Supporting Information),
whereas it becomes structureless at temperatures close to the
melting point.
Figure 3b shows the density of charge per unit area Σel(z)

and the cumulative charge per unit area σel(z) along the z-
direction of the hydrate/methane gas setup at 1 K subcooling.
The former is the local charge, whereas the latter is
proportional to the electric field (see eqs 8 and 9). Both
functions show a periodic behavior with maximum and
minimum close to ±0.05 C/m2 in the hydrate region. The
two functions are slightly shifted with respect to each other.
Interestingly, at the boundary between the crystal and the liquid
layer, the electric field and charge are positive. This is related to
the outnumbering of hydrogen atoms over oxygen atoms at the
hydrate-liquid layer boundary seen in the number density
profiles (Figure 3a). The values of the surface charge density
and cumulative surface charge density are close to 0.05 C/m2.
In the liquid region both functions display a damped oscillatory
behavior. Close to the liquid-methane interface there is still a
charge imbalance which produces a negative electric field.
Outside the liquid region toward the gas phase the surface
charge profiles go to zero. Electroneutrality is only locally
broken. As a whole, the crystal-liquid interface is neutral.
The mean electrostatic potential profile ψ(z) is depicted in

Figure 3c. The charge imbalance at the thin liquid film/
methane gas interface produces a significant potential drop. In
the liquid layer the potential oscillates, and close to the
hydrate/liquid layer boundary it reaches a value of −160 mV.
The electrostatic potential difference between the hydrate/
liquid layer boundary and the minimum close to the methane
gas phase ψδ is about 408 mV. The negative slope of the
potential profile at the hydrate/liquid layer boundary is
important because it implies a positive value of the electric
field at this point, as discussed above. The density profiles and
cumulative charge densities for lower subcoolings are shown in
the Supporting Information.

Figure 3. Hydrate/methane gas interface at 1 K subcooling and P =
100 bar. (a) Number density profiles of oxygen (solid black line) and
methane (dashed line) and half of the density profile of hydrogen
(solid light-blue line). (b) Local charge density (light blue line) and
integrated charge density (black line) profiles. (c) Mean electrostatic
potential profile. Simulation temperature is T = 286 K, and the melting
temperature is Tm = 287 ± 1 K. The hydrate crystal is centered at z =
0. For clarity only the interval for z > 0 is shown. The vertical dashed
line is the hydrate-liquid layer boundary.

Figure 4. Structural and dynamical properties of the disordered layer. (a) Water−water radial distribution function profiles in the liquid layer (black
line) and in the bulk (light blue line). (b) Components of the mean square displacement as a function of time in the liquid layer (black lines) and in
the bulk (light blue lines); x and z components of the MSD in bulk are overlapped, whereas the y component is slightly lower. T = 286 K and P =
100 bar equivalent to 1 K subcooling for the hydrate.
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To verify that the interfacial disordered layer at the methane/
hydrate interface is a liquid, we examine the structural and
dynamical properties. The structural properties are investigated
by means of the radial distribution function (RDF) profiles,
whereas the dynamical properties are studied by means of the
mean square displacement as a function of time. The RDF
profile gives the probability density of finding a second particle
at a distance r from a central particle. Figure 4a shows the RDF
profile of water molecules in the liquid layer and in the bulk.
Both profiles are similar in the location of their peaks but with
different heights. Because of the low ordering shown in the
RDF profile, it is clear that the water in the disordered interface
is a liquid. The tilted arrangement of the liquid-layer RDF
profile is related to the confinement of water molecules in the z
direction.
The mean square displacement (MSD) d(t) is related to the

self-diffusion coefficient Ds by d2(t) = Dst. The MSD is
calculated from d2(t) = ⟨(r(t + t′) − r(t′)) · (r(t + t′) − r(t′))⟩,
where r(t′) and r(t′ + t) are the positions of a particle at t′ and t
+ t′, respectively. The averages are computed over a set of
particles and a set of time intervals with a lag time of t′. In
terms of the x, y, and z components, the mean square
displacement is expressed as d2(t) = ⟨(x(t + t′) − x(t′))2⟩ +
⟨(y(t + t′) − y(t′))2⟩ + ⟨(z(t + t′) − z(t′))2⟩. Figure 4b shows
the components of the mean square displacement of water
molecules in the liquid layer and in the bulk. As expected, the
components of the bulk MSD are similar. The x and y
components of the MSD of the interfacial hydrate liquid layer
are similar, whereas the z component is much less. The lower
value of the layer MSD components with respect to the bulk
values is related to the quasi two-dimensional arrangement of
water molecules in the liquid layer, which is magnified in the z
direction.
To validate our approach for computing the mean electro-

static field through integration of the density profiles, namely
eq 3, we compare it with the result obtained from direct
summation of Coulomb terms given in eq 6. A similar
comparison is carried out for the mean electrostatic potential
obtained from eqs 4 and 7. Figure 5a shows the mean electric
field profiles from the two different methods while Figure 5b
shows the mean electrostatic potential profiles. There are some
statistical fluctuations for the electric field in the liquid layer
computed from direct summation of Coulomb terms. The
agreement between the two methods is good for the mean
electrostatic potential and the electric field.
We also investigate density, surface charge density, and

electric potential of ice at Tm − T = 1 K and P = 100 bar (Tm =
270 K). Figure 6a shows the density profiles of oxygen and
methane and the profile of half density of hydrogen of the ice/
methane gas setup. The periodic structure of ice is in the
interval z < 2.4 nm and the liquid layer from z ≈ 2.38 to 3.4
nm. In the liquid layer there is some structure reminiscent of
ice with two overlapped peaks and a minimum between the
peaks. The peak closer to the crystal has a shoulder resembling
the twin peak structure from the crystal. The density at the
highest peak in the liquid layer is ∼80 mol/L and at the
shoulder is close to the density of bulk water ∼55 mol/L.
The density of charge per unit area Σel(z) and the cumulative

charge per unit area σel(z) along the z axis of the ice/methane
gas setup are shown in Figure 6b. At the boundary between the
crystal and the liquid layer, the electric field and charge are
positive similar to those at the hydrate/methane interface. At
this boundary the surface charge density is higher than that for

the hydrate at the equivalent location (>0.05 C/m2). In the
liquid layer the cumulative charge and charge density profiles
oscillate and go to zero at the methane gas region. The mean
electrostatic potential profile ψ(z) is shown in Figure 6c. At the
crystal/liquid layer boundary the mean electrostatic potential is
∼26 mV and decreases to a minimum value ∼ −720 mV. The
electrostatic potential difference between the ice-liquid layer
boundary and the minimum close to gas phase ψδ is about 690
mV.

Figure 5. (a) Mean electric field obtained from eq 3 (black line) and
from eq 6 (light blue line). (b) Mean electrostatic potential from eq 4
(black line) and eq 7 (light blue line). T = 286 K and P = 100 bar
equivalent to 1 K subcooling for the hydrate.

Figure 6. Ice/methane interface at 1 K subcooling and P = 100 bar.
(a) Density profiles of oxygen (solid black line) and methane (dashed
line) and half of the density profile of hydrogen (light blue line). (b)
Local surface charge density (light blue line) and integrated surface
charge density (black line) profiles. (c) Mean electrostatic potential
profile. The melting temperature is Tm = 270 K. The hydrate crystal is
centered at z = 0. For clarity only the interval for z > 0 is shown. The
vertical dashed line is the ice-liquid layer boundary.
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The thickness of the liquid layer δh in the hydrate is shown in
Figure 7 as a function of subcooling (Tm − T). At the simulated

subcooling of 1 K, the liquid layer thickness is 1.4 nm and
decreases as subcooling increases. Only for the subcooling
range ≲11 K is the layer thickness larger than 6 Å, which
corresponds to approximately two water molecules. For the two
highest subcooling conditions the thin liquid is around 2 Å
implying that only the water molecules at the outermost layer
are disordered. For ice, measured data shows that as we
approach the melting point the liquid film thickness increases
sharply.18 This may be also the same for hydrates. The results
presented in Figure 7 do not show the sharp increase in film
thickness as melting point is approached. The difference
between data and theory may be related to the water potential
model and size of the system. A similar behavior is observed in
molecular simulations of ice.50

The surface charge density Σel
0 and the cumulative surface

charge density σel
0 at the hydrate/liquid layer boundary are

shown in Figure 8a as a function of subcooling. The highest
value of the surface charge density at the boundary is for 1 K of
subcooling. For the higher subcoolings the value is 0.035 to
0.04 C/m2. The cumulative surface charge density has values
between 0.028 and 0.042 C/m2 for the range of subcooling
temperatures between 1 and 11 K. The mean electrostatic
potential at the boundary between the hydrate and the liquid
layer ψ0 is around −200 mV (Figure 8b). The mean
electrostatic potential difference between the hydrate-liquid

layer boundary and the liquid layer ψδ oscillates around 400 mV
in the range of subcooling between 1 and 11 K.
The positive charge density at the methane hydrate/thin

liquid layer interface is because of the outnumbering of protons
over oxygen atoms. To have a full picture of the interface, we
make use of the three-dimensional (3D) charge density profiles
defined as ρel(x, y, z) = qOρO(x, y, z) + qHρH(x, y, z) where the
3D number density profiles are given by ρi(x, y, z) = Ni(x, y,
z)/(ΔhxΔhyΔhz), where Ni(x, y, z) is the number of particles (i
= O, H) within a rectangular prism of volume ΔhxΔhyΔhz at x,
y, and z. A two-dimensional (2D) surface charge density at a
given z = z0 can be defined as Σel(x,y) = ρel(x,y,z0)Δhz. The 1D
and 2D surface charge densities are related by Σel(z0)lxly =
∫ 0
lx∫ 0

lyΣel(x,y) dx dy. For our calculation, we use Δhx = Δhy ≈
0.1 Å and Δhz = 0.2 Å. In Figure 9, Σel(x,y) at z0 ≈ 1.7 nm is

shown in a 2D plot. The positive values of the surface charge
density are shown in blue tones, whereas the negative values are

Figure 7. Liquid layer thickness δh at the methane hydrate/methane
gas interface as a function of subcooling.

Figure 8. (a) Charge density σel
0 and cumulative charge density Σel

0 at the hydrate-liquid layer boundary as a function of subcooling. (b) Mean
electrostatic potential at the hydrate-liquid layer boundary ψ0 and electroatatic potential difference ψδ between the hydrate/liquid layer boundary and
the minimum close to methane gas phase.

Figure 9. Snapshot of an instantaneous configuration of a layer of
water molecules at the methane-hydrate/thin liquid film interface at
Tm − T = 1 K. In the background is the averaged charge density profile
Σel as a function of (x, y) at z0 ≈ 1.7 nm. Blue zones indicate positive
charge, whereas red indicates negative charge. Oxygen and hydrogen
atoms of water are in red and white, respectively, and methane
molecules are shown in green.
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in red. The average charge density at some regions on the x−y
plane is as high (low) as 0.2 C/m2 (−0.2 C/m2). The surface
charge density at the interface (z0 ≈ 1.7 nm) is Σel ≈ 0.05 C/
m2. An instantaneous configuration of water molecules at the
methane hydrate/liquid layer interface (x−y plane) is shown in
Figure 9.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The thin liquid film at the hydrate/methane gas interface is
studied by molecular dynamics simulations. We have
established the thickness of the hydrate liquid layer, surface
charge density, and interfacial potential as a function of
subcooling at P = 100 bar. At 1 K subcooling the thickness is
1.4 nm. The outnumbering of protons over oxygen atoms
produces a positive surface charge density. The surface charge
density at the hydrate-liquid interface is around 0.05 C/m2, and
the mean electrostatic potential is −160 mV at 1 K subcooling.
The local fluctuations of the surface charge can be as large as
±0.2 C/m2. These high values imply that electrostatic effects at
the methane hydrate/methane gas interface may make
important contributions to the interfacial properties.
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